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Photo By Ian Marshall

James Bruce Henry.

Bruce
1948 - 2010
The directors of the Raasay survey dedicate this work to his memory.
Bruce was an enthusiastic participant in the project and created a photo album of the
many years of fun and toil we all shared on the island. He was instrumental in the
surveying and reporting of the remote north of Raasay and led teams during several
seasons to Umachen, (Paper 63) and to Kyle Rona, Achadh and Doire Dubh, (Paper
90) both of which he wrote.
Bruce played a full part in the life of ACFA and participated in all of the
Association’s projects, not least being the work in Glen Lochay.

J.S. Wood & John Macdonald.
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Abstract.
The function of this paper is to record the visible remains of the industrial complex
that was constructed at the south end of the island almost one hundred years ago and
exisst as stark stone and concrete ruins now decaying. It is part of the project by
ACFA to survey and record all traces of human activity on the Island of Raasay,
begun in 1995. Although reference may be made to historical facts these are only for
clarification.

The history of the works, their building and operation is already available in the
commended publication ‘The Raasay Iron Mine’ by Laurence & Pamela Draper.
This book has been of inestimable value in the writing of this paper and its authors’
work is gratefully acknowledged.

Acknowledgements.
The survey of the remains of the mine complex took place over a number of seasons
and many visits to the island. As a consequence of poor note keeping and advancing
age the writer apologises for any omission that might have occurred. Among those to
whom I am indebted for assistance are:- John Macdonald (my co-director of the
Raasay Survey), Bruce Henry, Stephen Clancy, Anne Macdonald, Susan Hunter,
Anne Wood, Alma Topen of the Archive Department of the University of Glasgow
and Norman Newton then from the Highland Council’s Libraries Department. The
staffs of The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Buildings of Scotland
(RCAHMS) are thanked for their rapid responses with information and permission as
are the experts at the Scottish Mining Museum at Newtongrange, and Historic
Scotland. Thanks also to island residents Paul Camilli for his advice on marine
matters; Calum Don Mackay and Rebecca Mackay for information details and
hospitality.
Sincere thanks are due to The Glasgow Archaeological Society and the Robert Kiln
Trust for their assistance with publishing this paper and others.
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Location Maps
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Brief History.
Preparation for the extraction of iron ore on Raasay began late in 1910. Building
work was well advanced by 1913 and while the war raged (1914 – 1918) mining
proceeded both underground and by opencast methods. The most productive period
was during 1917 and 1918 with output falling rapidly with the end of the war and
ceasing by Easter 1919. German prisoners of war were employed during this time.
Formal abandonment of the facilities was on 15th of May 1941 and dismantling
continued for some months with at least three of the kilns being taken to Lingdale in
Cleveland and re-erected.

The Raasay Iron-Ore Mine.
The remains consisting of the mine workings (both underground and opencast), mine
head buildings at two locations, railways, calcining kilns, offices with workshops and
harbour facilities all known as the Inverarish Iron Ore Mine was scheduled in 1997.
The complex separates naturally into three components connected by the railway.
A. That portion on the coast that includes the pier, kilns, a crushing plant, pier
incline with a haulier house, a hopper with ventilation house, an office with
workshops and the power house.
B. The area associated with Mine 1 and comprising six buildings; the compressor
house, a haulier house with workshop, a weighbridge and a counting house
and, at distances, a fan house and an expense store.
C. The area about Mine 2, which comprises a fan house, a ruinous counting
house, an expense store and, at a distance, a haulier house situated where the
railway line to Mine 2 branches from the main line between Mine 1 and the
pier.
.
There are a number of other features between the above such as bridge abutments,
bridge pylons, railway cuttings, the explosives magazine and two ex-second world
war Bailey bridges erected by the Forestry Commission after the Second World War.
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This aerial photograph is reproduced with the kind permission of the Royal
Commission for Ancient and Historic Monuments in Scotland. It was taken in 1989
and shows the entire area of the site.
To the right of the Office and Workshops the base of the Power House can just be
seen. The ferry ramp, built around 1979, became redundant in August 2010 when the
new facilities at the Battery to the south of Raasay House came into use. Between the
ferry ramp and the pier the original ramp used till 1979 can still just be perceived. To
the left of the pier beyond the toilet block (previously a store) is the temporary ramp
built by R&J McLeod, civil engineers, to facilitate their work while building the ferry
ramp (circa. 1978/79). This last has now vanished.
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Area A
Structures around the Pier

A view of the installations at the pier at the height of production in 1917.
British Geological Survey/NERC. All rights reserved. Licensor www.scran.ac.uk
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Area A.
The remains on the slope to the north of the pier.
For many years an aspect of industrial decay has dominated the approach to Raasay.
As the ferry rounded the east side of the pier head and approached the ramp the scene
was dominated by the massive V shaped hopper and row of curious “cottages” that
were the base stumps of the calcinating kilns. Now, to the abandoned mine
installations, can be added the ferry ramp that went out of use in August 2010 when
the new ferry terminal was opened at Clachan below Raasay House.
Three ramps can be seen on aerial photographs, one to the west of the ore pier and
two on the east side. The wider ramp, furthest to the east, is the facility just closed
while the narrower ramp close to the mine pier was the ferry terminal until it was
superseded in 1979. Parts of this latter are still to be seen between the high and low
water marks. The contractors built the third ramp on the west side when the last ramp
was under construction and all traces of it have now gone.
The rock extracted mainly from Mine 1, located 2.5km inland, arrived by railway at
the top of the slope, where it was transferred to the crusher plant to be reduced and
mixed with coal before it was moved by an elevated conveyor belt to the tops of the
kilns to be loaded for calcination (the removal of impurities by heating). The
calcinated ore was raked from the bottoms of the kilns onto conveyor belts running on
both sides and moved to the storage hopper. Periodically ships would arrive at the
pier to bring coal and receive ore. The ore was delivered to the ship from below the
hopper by a further conveyor belt that extended to the pier head and deposited the ore
into the holds of ships for delivery to the smelters and forges in Glasgow.

An aerial view from 1989.
Crown Copyright RCAHMS
Licensors www.rcahms
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Area A
Gantry Foundations.
On the slope below the incline Haulier House foundations and those of the crusher
plant are three pairs of large concrete blocks A to F with a further two blocks G and
H some 8m and 10m to the east respectively. These blocks are the anchor blocks of
the steel legs that carried the conveyor belt running from the crusher plant to the top
of the kilns carrying the crushed ore and coal mix for calcinations. The two blocks to
the east anchored steel braces that supported the structure against the prevalent storm
gusts from the northwest. The blocks have a chamfer of 0.15m on all four sides,
which has the effect of making the top surface 0.30m less than the blocks dimensions
in both directions. The chamfer starts to slope inwards 1.15m from the top. It is
likely that the blocks were poured to this level with bolts cast in to anchor and secure
the steel legs of the gantry. When these were erected and bolted securely the upper
parts of the blocks were completed (see plate 8b, page 41 of Drapers’ “The Raasay
Iron Mine”) All the heights given for the blocks have been taken at the southwest
corner in every case (usually where the blocks have the greatest heights).
The blocks, although similar, are individual with dimensions as follows. At the pair
immediately to the south of the crusher plant, the western foundation A measures
2.70m from north to south by 1.90m wide and is 1.75m high, while B is 3.30m by
2.10m but is 1.40m high. The next pair to the south is C at 3.00m from north to south
by 2.70m by 2.70m wide and 2.80m high while D is 3.90m by 2.70m and is 2.10m
high. The blocks furthest to the south are E and F, E being 3.80m from north to south
by 2.65m wide and 2.80m high. F is 4.80m from north to south, is 2.65m wide and is
2.80m high. The two blocks to the east both have the same dimensions being 1.80m
from north to south by 2.10m wide from east to west and are 1.0m high.

Ore Crushing Plant.
The remains of the crushing plant lie near the top of the incline above the six main
gantry foundation blocks and are manifest by an open fronted concrete walled
enclosure that is set into the steeply sloping ground. The height of the wall at the rear
of the enclosure (north end) is some 3.0m with the base level running out to the slope
after only 9.50m. Three pairs of concrete foundation blocks lie between the enclosure
and the incline ramp to the west. These, with others on the east side of the enclosure,
carried the steel frame which was clad with corrugated steel sheeting that enclosed the
mill which reduced the raw ore to a uniform size of between 20 - 30mm. The ore
entered by hutch at a higher level to be crushed and mixed with coal before leaving by
conveyor belt from the bottom level to be calcined in the kilns (see Drapers’ “Raasay
Iron Mine, plate 4, page 34 and for details page 68).
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Area A.
Pier Incline Haulier House.
The building prominent on the skyline to the left (west) of the hutch road incline
above the pier is the haulier house. Its function was to haul the hutches filled with
coal up the 1 in 4 slope from the pier to be mixed with the ore at the crusher house
prior to being calcined in the kilns.
The roofless building, with remnants of gables at north and south ends, is 6.30m long
on this axis and is 5.10m wide. The walls are 0.60m thick, fully stone built but with
reinforced concrete lintels 0.15m deep over all the openings. The exterior has been
finished with a coating of dashed roughcast. Windows 0.90m wide by 1.40m high
occur in the south, east and north walls. All have splayed internal jambs producing a
width of 1.40m on the inside. In addition, doorways 0.90m wide occur in the north
and west walls both being 2.10m high. At the north door the exterior pavement is
some 0.30m above the floor level while at the west door the ground is 1.60m below
the threshold. Adjacent to this door is a 0.30m diameter wooden stump with a metal
wire strainer anchor nearby. Below the window and floor level in the north wall is a
0.50m square hole through the wall from a 0.60m deep pit. The pit is 2.20m long
from north to south and is 0.60m wide with its east side 0.75m from the east wall of
the building. On this side of the pit there is a 1.28m long extension 0.28m wide with
ends that curved down into the pit. Various cut bolts remain set into the floor about
the pit. A substantial crack has developed in the east wall towards the south end and
runs from the wall head to the window under the lintel and from the north side of the
sill downwards to the foundation.
At the north end there is a polished concrete pavement extending 3.70m beyond the
building northwards. The remains of a flight of steps are set into this on the west side
and there is a pattern of cut bolts indicative of machinery mountings. An edge line of
mortar on the buildings north wall above the window and door suggests a flat roof
cover that had a tilt of 0.15m for drainage towards the east.

Incline with Haulier House and gantry foundation blocks.
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Area A.
Kiln Bases.

OD. 22m NG 5553 3442

To the east of the complex, on a levelled platform above the hopper, are the five kiln
bases in a line lying east to west across the natural slope. The bases with their pitched
tops are reminiscent of a row of small houses. Four have been formed with mass
concrete poured into formwork and one, the centre base, was built using bricks. The
two furthest to the east have pieces of the original timber formwork still in place from
their construction after a hundred years, further supporting the Drapers’ assertion that
only the two western most kilns were ever commissioned.
The bases are each 7.20m long which would have been the diameter of the steel drum
above. The structures are 5.20m wide. A round headed passageway 1.69m wide and
2.47m high overall runs through the centre of the bases such that one could walk from
end to end within all five kilns. Each kiln is separated one from the other by only 1m.
The outer faces of the bases, north and south, are 1.80m high with pitched surfaces
running back towards the centre ridge 0.90m above the centre tunnel. These sloping
surfaces were clad with a layer of refractory bricks that would have been the bottom
of the kilns and from which the calcined ore would have been raked onto the
conveyor belts that ran along each side of the kilns. The steel kiln drums would have
stood to a height of some 15m above the ground and would then have had a conveyor
belt and weather enclosure above that again
Excellent drawings of the bases are to be found on page 57 of the Drapers’ book
“The Raasay Iron Mine”.

Five kiln bases and gantry foundations.
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Area A.
The Hopper.
The large open fronted storage bin lies directly to the north of the pier and was built to
contain a nominal 4,400 tons of calcined ore received from the kilns to await transport
to the steel plants in the south. The large Y shaped hopper is built into the hillside
with its north end entirely against the natural ground with the bulk of the flanks lying
into the natural rock. To protect the ore from the weather the hopper originally had a
curved roof of corrugated zinc plated sheeting and the entire Y shape of the south end
was similarly enclosed. The structure is 14m wide at the top and at the bottom there
is a 2.40m square tunnel roofed with concrete slabs in which ran a conveyor belt to
move the ore across the pier to the transport ships. The structure is 36m long on a
north to south axis and is 18m high. The hopper was constructed with poured mass
concrete 1.80m thick at the bottom of the vertical wall. The exposed south end shows
45o angled concrete sides below this, 0.30m thick concrete laid on to the natural
ground.

View from the north.

Conveyor belt tunnel.

View from the south.
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Area A.
Hopper Ventilation House.
The brick built ventilation house is situated close to the east side of the Hopper and is
perched in front of the 1.70m high stone retaining wall on the south side of the Kiln
Bases at the edge of a precipitous slope towards the sea. The building is brick built
with a cement rendered finish.
The building is 5.70m long on a north to south axis by 3.58m wide with solid brick
walls 0.23m thick that stand to a height of 3.0m. The roof is a flat concrete slab
0.17m thick and internally the floor is concrete with a smooth polished finish. A
centrally placed door opening that is 0.90m wide and 1.90m high pierces the east
elevation. On the north side of the doorway is a window opening 1.0m wide and
1.80m high with a slightly curved arched head. The window has been modified at
some stage by being widened by 0.10m and reduced in height to 1.35m above the sill
with the insertion of a lintel. The south wall also has a window opening 0.90m wide
by 1.80m high probably matching the opening in the east wall. This too has a curved
arch head and has been modified by having a brick panel inserted at the top to reduce
the height by some 0.60m. Low in the southeast corner of the wall is a 0.16m
diameter pipe duct through the wall. The west wall originally had a doorway 1.95m
from the southwest corner that was 0.90m wide and 2.25m high. This has been built
up with brickwork to match the wall thickness and rendering. At the north end is a
brick built duct with a concrete slab roof that angles downwards toward the rear of the
Hopper and away from the Ventilation House. The duct is 1.33m wide overall with
0.23m thick brick walls and a 0.10m concrete slab roof over a duct some 0.80m
square. The north wall is blank with no details.
Internally a breast of brickwork against the west wall stands 0.34m proud of the wall
that is 1.23m wide and is 0.45m from the northwest corner. A metal ring 0.80m in
diameter has been built into the brick breast. The bottom of the ring is 0.50m above
the floor and gave access to the ventilation duct beyond, against which the fan would
have been mounted. The only other feature of the interior is a rusting steel bath.
It is conjectured that this building was not planned for in the initial construction but
that conditions and perhaps legislation made it necessary soon after. It was in
existence by 1917 and can be identified in the photograph of that year. Despite that, it
still required adjustments, probably to aid the flow of air. It has been built in the same
style as the Counting House at Mine 1, also considered to have been an afterthought
(see below page 43).
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View from the pier dated May 1976 showing the Power House.
Crown Copyright RCAHMS. Licensors www.rcahms.

Hopper House ventilation shaft.
Above Right.
The Hopper Ventilation House

Interior of Office Block.
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Area A.
Power House.

OD. 18m NG 55477 34265.

The Raasay Mine Complex was powered by electricity generated by diesel motors in
a building located between the pier haulage road and the offices and workshops block.
Nothing remains of the Power House today except for a grass and moss covered slab
some 17.50m long from northwest to southeast by about 8.0m wide. From
photographs the building is seen to have been a rectangular block with a pitched roof
that has two large roof lights on at least its west side while on the ridge is a pair of
large can ventilators. It is not clear if the roof was slated or composed of a sheet
material. The walls, around 3.0m high to the eaves, were cement rendered, as are all
the other buildings of the complex and it can be assumed that the Power House was
also stone built. A narrow lean-to lay across the entire width of the south wall with a
flat roof below the gable, which appears to have extended beyond the roof planes.
There were two vertical style windows in the south wall of the lean-to. Against the
west wall of the building, at about mid height, were three drums, the northern most
was larger than the other two. From the drums vertical pipes extended to a metre
above the eaves. It is assumed these were the exhaust of the engines the building
housed.
It is reported by the Drapers that two 4 cylinder 200 BHP Mirrlees Diesel slow speed
type oil engines from Mirrlees Watson were coupled to size 52 BEP type Alternators
and size D9 Exciters. The diesel engines had fuel supplied from a circular reservoir
tank on the hillside above, which in turn was supplied from oil drums taken to the top
of the haulage way in hatches to be manhandled and emptied into a pit sump from
which the oil was piped to the reservoir tank.
The RCAHMS hold a number of photographs dated 25th May 1976 that clearly show
the walls and gables of the power house still extant, yet their aerial view of the whole
site taken just thirteen years latter in 1989 shows only the floor slab. Local
informants say that the building was removed at this time as a source of material for a
building project at Inverarish. It is known that towards the end of the 1970’s the ferry
terminal was improved with the building of a larger ramp and parking facilities. So as
to not inconvenience the public, the contractor built a temporary ramp on the west
side of the mine pier for their use and it is speculated that perhaps the power house
was used as a quarry source for this purpose. A track way from the road still passes in
front of the workshop and office block to terminate at the powerhouse site. Nothing
can now be discerned of the temporary ramp but sections of the narrower ferry ramp
are still to be seen. The improved ramp was closed in August 2010 with the
inauguration of a new terminal at Clachan.
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Area A.
Offices and Workshops

OD. 17m NG 5544 3432.

The building housing the offices and workshops lies to the west of the pier incline
plane, at the level of the kiln bases 17m OD and is the largest single building of the
mine complex. It is 39.60m long on a northwest to southeast axis by 9.05m wide with
the walls standing 3.75m high from the doorway thresholds. It is recorded that the
building was divided internally according to function with an office at the south end
with a store adjacent to the north. Next was the carpentry shop, then the blacksmith
with the engineering workshop at the north end with a wider doorway. At a basement
level under the store was a boiler room accessed from the exterior on the west side.
The walls are 0.55m thick, built of mortared stonework and finished externally with
cement roughcast. All the window and door openings have reinforced concrete lintels
over them, 250mm deep at the windows and 150mm deep at the doorways. The
masons have employed occasional bricks, mostly as packing or to level under the ends
of lintels. The building had a pitched roof with hips at each end and along the ridge
there had been a linear ventilator housing. At the southern end there is a small
concrete roofed lean-to structure projecting 1.78m beyond the main building. The
lean-to is 3.73m long, open at both ends and enclosing a window into the main
building from which wages would have been paid to the workmen, as they filed past.
The southern end of the building is subtly different with a change of fenestration. The
windows are narrower at 0.90m and shorter at 1.20m tall and fresh air inlet gratings
are set into the walls indicating that there had been a raised timber floor to the office
area.
Some 5.0m from the main building opposite the joiner’s shop is a brick built toilet
block 2.24m by 1.83m externally, 2.70m high with a sloping concrete roof and a
doorway facing north into an embankment. At the west end adjacent to the
engineering workshop is a brick building with 0.25m thick walls 5.80m long by
2.52m wide and 2.0m high. It has full width doors at the south end and a window in
the west wall and can only be a lockup for a car. It is speculated that the mine
manager was provided with a car for his personal transport between the facilities
around the pier and the workings inland. For the period this must be one of the first
examples of a purpose built lockup in existence. At 2.0m wide internally it would be
a tight fit by modern standards.
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Area A.
The Explosives Magazine.

OD. 43m NG 5541 3471.

The explosives magazine is situated above the road to Inverarish some half a
kilometre to the north of the pier. It appears as a cement rendered stone built building
with a pitched slate clad roof, typical of the construction of the other mine buildings,
but it is bedded into the hillside on its east side and has a substantial gritty earth bank,
or bund, on the other three sides. This last would have deflected any accidental blast
at ground level while the light slate roof was intended to let a detonation contained by
the heavy stonewalls escape upwards. The building is approximately 8.0m long from
north to south by about 5.0m wide with a 0.90m wide door centrally in the south wall.
The building was sold in 1945 and was
converted into a simple dwelling house. A
chimney stalk was raised mid way along the
east wall to serve a stove within and various
openings have been slapped into the walls for
windows. A small extension has been added
at the north end. But for the bund around the
property its original function might have gone
unremarked.

Oil Filling Sump.
Some 26m to the north of the Incline Haulier House and adjacent to the railway for
easy hutch access is a cement lined sump set into the ground with a sloping south
side. In the bottom of the sump is a drainage pipe. It is recorded that lower down the
slope and mid way to the site of the Power House there had been an oil storage tank.
It is speculated that the sump was to facilitate the stocking of the tank with diesel fuel
brought to the island by ship in 50 gallon drums and raised to the sump in hutches on
the railway.
Reservoirs.
To the west of the installations are two shallow rectangular reservoirs. The smaller of
these is located at the higher level (around 40m OD) of the oil filler pit and the Incline
Haulier House. It is adjacent to the area indicated as the ore dump where the rock
from the mine was stored prior to crushing and calcination. The larger rectangular
reservoir is sited some 20m lower. These reservoirs or ponds exist in a sound
condition but their function is unclear. It is possible however that they were built to
ensure a constant supply of coolant water for the diesel engines in the power house.
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Area A.
Marine Anchor.
On the shore to the east of the iron mine pier but to the west of the recently abandoned
ferry ramp lies a large rusting ship’s anchor. It measures 3.12m along its shaft and
has a 1.75m wide base which is 0.90m deep. The shaft tapers from the base towards a
shackle at the other end and at its mid point it is 0.25m wide and 0.30m deep. At the
end of the shaft is a U shaped iron shackle composed of 0.10m diameter bar 0.80m
long and fixed to swivel fully on either side of the shaft. At each end of the base are
flukes, that are 1.30m long, 0.48m at their widest and tapering to points that are
65mm thick.
Indistinct lettering appears on the outer faces of both flukes and a number is cast on
the inner surface of the shaft. A swastika is cast on the face of one fluke measuring
80mm square with a line width of 10mm. It was not possible to determine if the
reverse side of the anchor is a mirror image of that exposed.
From local sources it was discovered that two anchors were placed off the mine pier
and secured buoys to facilitate the manoeuvring of ships along the pier head while
loading the calcined ore into their hold from the stationary conveyor (see also
Drapers’ “Raasay Iron Mine” page 58). The anchors were manufactured by
W.L.Byers of Sunderland which name makes up the indecipherable lettering on the
anchors. Each weighs 4.5 tons. The swastika motif in this case pre-dates National
Socialism and is an ancient symbol of good luck.
A team of divers raised the anchor, now located at the side of the pier, c1992. A
member of that team, a local man, located the other anchor in 2002 and found it
snagged to the much smaller anchor lost by the Calmac ferry MV Loch Arkaig which
provided Raasay with a service prior to the dedicated service from Sconser which
began in 1975.
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Area B.
Buildings around Mine 1.

The buildings at Mine 1 with part of the forest just removed. (2010)
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Area B.
Buildings by Mine 1.
This group of ruinous roofless buildings lies on the north side of the Inverarish to
Fearns Road some 250m beyond Glen Cottage at an elevation of 100m OD. The
group is composed of four separate buildings just off the road from Inverarish to
Fearns with two others 100m and 300m distant.
Of the four buildings in the main group the tallest and most prominent is the
Compressor House (A). Ten metres to the north are the Haulier House &
Workshop (B & C) the next largest building, while to the east, behind these are the
two smaller buildings referred to as the Weigh Bridge (D) and Counting House (E).
Away to the northeast on the hillside is the Fan House (G) built over the mine’s
ventilation shaft. The final building is isolated across a stream spanned by a Bailey
Bridge and has been identified as an Expense Store (F). This is a facility for keeping
explosives ready for use.
The buildings are mainly constructed with solid walls of mortared random rubble
protected externally with a coating of smooth cement rendering. Bricks are used to
detail the window openings, door jambs and wall ends as at the Compressor House
while the Counting House is built entirely of bricks with some fine detailing above the
window and doors. Other materials, already on site for other uses, have been pressed
into service. Lengths of railway line were used to give additional relief to concrete
lintels and as integral beams in the casting of concrete slab roofs.
Bricks in position bear the name P & M Hurl Ltd over Glasgow. This was a
common brick from either the Knightswood Brickworks, Netherton, Glasgow (NS
540 696) or from the Garscube Brick & Tile Works, Netherton, Glasgow (NS 546
696). These works operated from the mid 1890’s to about 1914.

Bailey Bridge. This is a portable bridging system designed by Donald Colman
Bailey (1901–1985) during the Second World War (1939–1945) made of interlocking,
interchangeable, adjustable and easily transportable fabricated steel units.
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Area B.
Compressor House.

OD. 104m NG 5645 3550.

This building contained the engine and tanks for the compressed air used to operate
the drilling equipment within the mine. A 200 BHP diesel engine is reported to have
been in use at Mine 1, possibly a Mirrless Watson engine as employed in the Power
House near the pier.
This is the tallest building on the site
with walls standing 5.80m high with
the south-facing gable extending 9.0m
above the floor at the apex. The
building is roofless and there is no
enclosing wall on the north side. With
its five tall and well-proportioned
window openings the interior would
have been well illuminated with
natural light.
South elevation from the road.

The building is 8.15m long on a northeast to southwest axis and is 11.15m wide. For
simplicity this will be referred to as north to south (i.e. the northeast is called north).
The building has no wall or signs of one on the north side where it is assumed a
timber-framed wall existed possibly containing large sliding doors. The butt ends of
the east and west walls are finished in brickwork with no evidence for a north side
masonry wall having been demolished. Further, the north ends of the flanking walls
(east and west) have been reinforced with brick piers built using bull nosed bricks at
the corners. There are three metal straps on each wall end which have been cut and
which are believed to have been tie straps to secure the timberwork of the north wall.
The walls are 0.55m thick and built primarily of mortared random rubble stone.
Around the windows, door and at the free northern ends of the east and west walls the
jambs, splayed in-goings and edges are outlined with brickwork. There are two
windows each in the west and south facing walls with the fifth sharing the east wall
with a door opening. The window openings are brick lined 1.05m wide and are 2.80m
high. The openings are checked 70mm all round for seating the window frames and
the in-go splay gives opening widths of 1.45m wide. Concrete lintels 0.225m deep
are visible over the openings and are relieved by having sections of railway line laid
over them under the stonework above. The door in the east wall is 0.90m wide,
checked as with the windows but with squared jambs and the opening is 2.25m high.
The entire exterior of the building was finished with a smooth cement rendering
covering to give the composite structure impermeability. With the removal of the
roof the walls have become wet and large areas of the rendering have now spalled.
There is no evidence of the roof or of its structure. It is very likely that the covering
would have comprised corrugated iron sheeting fixed to purlins carried on lightweight steel trusses spanning between the east and west walls.
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Within the building, on the eastern side of the centre, is a substantial concrete
foundation with steel strap bearers and the stumps of 37mm bolts protruding from its
surface. On the north side of the foundation is a 0.60m wide and 0.60m deep pit with
another 0.50m wide concrete foundation beyond. It is assumed that these elements
carried a large diesel engine with a flywheel running into the pit on a shaft with a
bearing mounted on the base to the north of the pit. There is a series of socket holes
in the interior of the west wall. Four of these holes, forming a rectangle about 1.70m
above the floor level, are 100mm wide and 120mm high. Between the two southern
holes of the rectangle is a fifth hole 250mm wide by 120mm high. Higher and nearly
in line with the window head are a further two holes 150mm wide and 200mm high.
In the west wall between the windows is an ambry 0.45m square. This appears to
have been a square hole through the wall that was blocked up with a panel of
brickwork on the outer side to leave an ambry 0.38m deep.

Interior of the west wall.

Interior of the east wall.
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Area B.
B & C. The Haulier House, Workshop and Toilets.
View from the west. Haulier House is on the right.

These roofless remains are located 10m to the north of the compressor house and are
set on the same axis. The building is 8.85m long from east to west and from north to
south is 11.80m long. On the west side the building is 5.05m wide while the north
side is 6.70m wide. These buildings are entirely built using stone work, the only brick
involved being three toilet cubicles built in the angle formed on the west side.
Although a butt joint cannot be ascertained nevertheless it is certain the building was
built as three separate units and underwent three phases of construction in a very short
period of time.
The first phase of development was the Haulier House (the southern most unit) which
is 8.85m long on an east to west axis by 5.10m wide. The entire west wall is missing
and from the steps still extant must have contained a doorway. The walls are 0.55m
thick and are built entirely of stone including the lintels over the windows and the
remaining doorway in the north wall. With the exception of the west wall the
building is largely intact. The walls stand 3.50m high at the exterior and the
remaining gable on the east side is 4.80m high. The floor level is some 0.9m above
the surrounding ground. Two windows occur one each in the north and east walls
with a doorway at the east end of the north wall. The windows are 0.90m wide
externally and 1.45m high. The jambs are formed in stonework with checks for the
frames and splayed towards the interior where the opening is 1.40m wide. Lintels are
of stone and have a depth of 0.25m. The door opening in the north wall is 1.0m wide
by 2.10m high with sides at right angles to the wall’s face and is also checked. The
west wall has completely vanished beyond a height of about 0.80m above the ground
as has all the rubble which might have been expected. Three concrete steps remain
each with 200mm risers and 300mm treads near the northern corner probably giving
access to a doorway no more than 1.0m wide. Within the building is a complicated
concrete machinery bed with numerous cut bolts cast into it and two long pits. The
building would have been roofed with corrugated metal sheet on purlins over light
metal trusses.
It is speculated that the machinery foundations were cast in the open air and the
machines assembled prior to the building being erected about them.
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D. Workshop.

Above. View of the floor in the Haulier House.

Left.

Window in north wall opening into workshop.

Shortly after the Haulier House was built it is likely that the need for a maintenance
workshop became obvious and the northern part of the whole structure was added. It
is 6.7m long on a north to south axis by 6.70m wide and has gables over the east and
west sides some 5.40m high. The builders simply grafted the ends of the east and
west walls to the Haulier House’s north wall and laid the new roof trusses on the now
mutual wall forming a valley gutter between. Additionally there would be the
convenience of a connecting door, even a window. The only disadvantage was that
the workshop floor was at a lower level. The workshop extension has the same details
as the Haulier House, possibly built by the same mason. Two windows are located in
the east wall and one in the north all as described before. A wider door at 1.35m
width occurs towards the east side of the north wall. The floor within was probably
just an earth floor and wooden steps would have connected to the adjacent haulier
house.

Toilets.
The mine at its peak employed 250 German prisoners of war working round the clock
in two shifts. In addition there would be supervisory staff and guards. To serve these
men, three brick cubicles were built in the angle of the two buildings on their west
side. Brick built, and consequently a probable after thought, they are 2.10m high
with a slightly inclined concrete slab roof. These units would likely have contained
chemical closets. The north end cubicle is larger than the other two and the question
arises whether one was for staff and guards and the other two for the PoW’s. The
chemical bins would have needed regular emptying and disposal was most likely to
the pier in a railway hutch, to be dumped in the sea. In the 1917 photograph a section
of railway track can be seen descending at the west side of the pier onto the foreshore.
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Area B.
D. Weighing House.

OD. 104m

This small building lies parallel to the east wall of the compressor house along side
the railway bed from the mine entrance to the northeast. It is 4.0m long from north to
south and is 2.90m wide. The west and north walls are 0.55m thick stonework as in
the buildings above and are 2.60m high along the west side but rise to 3.0m high at
the east end. The east side is open, possibly having had a timber and glass screen, but
with 1.0m long butts on each side of 250mm thick brickwork. Brickwork has been
used to form the south wall where there is a 0.80m wide door opening 2.0m high. In
the interior, by the doorway, in the southwest corner is a small brick built fireplace
with a brick breast and having a flue venting above the roof. The roof is a 125mm
thick concrete slab laid with a fall from the east down towards the west. This has
been cast in-situ and incorporates four lengths of steel railway track, spanning from
north to south, as reinforcement. Centred in the roof above the east open frontage is a
section of 100mm diameter fireclay pipe set into the concrete that would have ensured
ventilation to the building. A hole occurs in the north wall about 1.0m above the floor
and is 0.60m from the northeast corner. It is 0.40m square and is placed such that
someone at a desk in the weigh house can easily see up the railway towards the mine
entrance. The exterior of the walls, both stone and brickwork, has been finished with
a coating of smooth cement render.
E. Counting House.
This is the fourth building in the group and lies parallel to the east wall of the
compressor house at a distance of 2.55m. It is close to the steps beside the bridge that
carries the road to Fearns over the railway line at a higher level. This building is
unlike all the others in that its walls are entirely brick and it is built on a concrete raft
foundation and floor slab. It is likely then that this building was not part of the
original plan and was a requirement that arose soon after the mine was commissioned.
It is speculated that it was a tally house where the miners were counted in and at the
end of the shift counted out, hence the two opposing doors and the adjacent steps up
to the roadway.
The house is 4.0m long from north to south by 2.70m wide. The walls 250mm thick
are 2.30m high at the west side but rise to a height of 2.60m at the east side all
measured from the base slab. The sloping 125mm thick concrete roof slab has been
cast in-situ with three lengths of steel railway line as reinforcement but this time laid
across the shorter span. The exterior has been finished with the same smooth cement
rendering as the other buildings.
Doorways occur in both the north and south walls, 0.80m wide by 2.10m high, both
close to the eastern corners. There is a 0.90m wide window opening in the east wall
1.25m high. The window and doorways have been built with the span on the exterior
having a low curved arch barely 100mm high comprising a fan of bricks laid on their
ends only one brick thick. Behind the arch the second thickness of bricks are
supported on a timber lintel about 100mm square. Each timber lintel has been
carefully replaced within the last few years.
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Area B.
E. Expense Store.

NG 56456 36583

This small, almost square, stone building with a flat roof is on the east side of the
forestry road (known as the Burma Road) beyond the Bailey Bridge across the burn to
the north of the main group of buildings. Unlike the other buildings it appears never to
have been cement rendered externally and there are reasons to believe it had a timber
floor on joists.
Internally the building is 2.45m long from north to south by 2.30m from east to west.
The walls are 0.55m thick built of mortared random rubble stone and stand between
2.30m and 2.40m high. A doorway 0.95m wide is set centrally in the east wall and is
2.0m high above the threshold. The present ground is some 0.30m below the doorstep
with an interim step. Along the inside of the west wall is a scarcement 100mm wide
150mm below the threshold with the same detail occurring on each side of the door in
the east wall. Ventilator slots some 150mm wide by 150mm deep occur in both the
north and south walls. The roof is a flat concrete slab about 150mm thick. On the
north side is a lower compartment which measures 1.40m long by 2.10m wide but is
only 1.30m high. It has a 0.95m wide doorway facing north and is topped with a
sloping concrete slab roof. This small space is also well ventilated with openings as
detailed above.
A retired staff member of the Royal Ordnance Factories identified the building as “a
ready for use” explosives store (expense store). The internal scarcements would have
carried joists and a timber floor to prevent sparks from nailed boots and the interior
would be kept dry by cross ventilation. Explosives would have been stored in the
main room while the detonators were stored in the separate adjacent annex. The
expert expressed surprise at the heavy construction of the roof. In theory, any
accidental detonation should be contained within the walls while the force of the blast
erupts vertically through a fragile roof.

Above. Viewed from the east.
Right. Viewed from the south.
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Weigh House D with Counting House E behind.

Fan House G.

Fan House G
Fan mounting with motor foundation beyond

Fan motor space from the switch room

East side ventilation passage
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Area B.
G. Fan House to Mine 1.

OD. 138m

NG 5668 3672.

The building housed a rotary fan that created a draught through the mine galleries
below and permitted work. The walls of this building are also constructed of random
rubble stonework with bricks being integrated where required to form intricate shapes
for machinery. The walls 0.50m thick are all coated externally with smooth cement
render and all flat roofs are of 0.15m thick concrete.
The Mining Act of 1911 required that from the 1st of January 1913, “every mine in
which a mechanical contrivance for ventilation is used, be provided and maintained in
a good condition to be put into operation adequate means for reversing the air
current”. The fan manufacturers devised a system employing doors and dampers to
reverse the air flow without having to reverse the motor or loosing efficiency. In
addition the Act further required that “where a mechanical contrivance for ventilation
is used at any time, it shall not be placed beneath the surface”. As a result the mine at
Raasay was one of the most modern and up to date facilities in the country when it
was inaugurated.
It is recorded by the Drapers that two No.44 seventy inch (1.78m) Sirocco Mine Fans,
Double Inlet, Type E Units, made by Davidson & Co Ltd, Sirocco Engineering Works
of Belfast were ordered, each with a rate of 100,000 cubic feet per minute. One
would have been mounted in the fan house at Mine 1 while the other was installed in
a similar building at Mine 2. The fans extracted air from the mines below and vented
the exhausted air to atmosphere through the stubby funnels above the buildings.
The building at Mine 1 is 21m long externally overall lying on a north to south axis
and is 9.0m wide at the south end, where it is broadest. The building has a horn shape
plan, narrow at the north over the shaft from the mine below. Here it is 2.45m
internally and widens to 5.40m where it has divided into three parallel passages. The
middle passage is 2.25m wide and the other two each 1.10m wide. Walls 0.50m thick
separate the passages and the floor to ceiling height is 2.30m. The vent to the exterior
is located over the central passage at the south end where the rotary fan was mounted.
Both the walls have 1.80m diameter brick lined openings built into them to
accommodate the fans just to the south of the overhead vent. The switch room and
motor areas are a projection at the southwest corner of the horn. The switch room is
4.35m long from north to south and is 3.55m wide internally. The walls are 2.75m
high internally with gables at both the north and south ends indicating a pitched roof,
probably of metal sheeting carried on light metal trusses. The north wall has a 2.05m
wide opening in it accessing the fan motor area which is 2.90m by 2.30m wide. A
concrete motor foundation block 1.40m by 1.05m with bolt stumps in the top surface
is located here. The motor space has a 0.95m long by 0.85m high window opening in
the west-facing wall. The switch room also has a foundation block with a 0.35m wide
duct in the solid floor. Doors occur in both the east and south walls with the southern
door opening being 1.25m wide and 2.30m high and having three external steps to
reach it. Windows appear in the south and west walls, the openings being 0.90m wide
and 1.40m high. The throated vent above the roof stands 3.60m high and is brick
built with cement render finish.
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Area C.
Area about Mine 2.
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Area C.
Buildings associated with Mine 2.

NG 5581 3632

Mine 2 is located to the east of the road from Inverarish northwards and running
inland past the Youth Hostel to Brochel. The adit entrance has been driven at the
bottom of a steep rocky cliff 75m east of the public road and 225m northeast of
Henderson’s Bridge. It is set within Church Wood, a dense forestry plantation which
had totally swallowed the installations. Since the millennium the mine area and
building remains have been liberated and can now be viewed.
The complex is similar to that at Mine 1. The line of the railway from Mine 2 can be
traced from the entrance passing the Weighing House then on to the Fan House some
22m to the southeast and across the car park clearing to re-enter the wood. It
continues past the Expense Store, crosses the Inverarish Water and runs up the slope
for a total of some 800m to join the line, going from Mine 1 to the pier facilities. At
the junction point is the Haulier House that served Mine 2 by drawing the hutches up
the slope from Mine 2. The site area is rough, much disturbed and covered with tree
stumps and roots often right up against the remains of the buildings.
We learn from the Drapers that due to severe geological faulting there was virtually
no production at Mine 2 and that must have been a bitter disappointment to Bairds
considering the large investment in buildings, bridges and machinery. They go on to
recount that a sawmill was set up at Mine 2 and all timbers used in the mine for pit
props, railway sleepers, power poles and other purposes were sawn here and
transported by rail. Mackay reports that a ledger entry of 24th September 1915
indicates a delivery of parts for a sawmill from John MacDowall & Sons of
Johnstone, including a 54 inch diameter saw, saw guard and table.
Weigh House.
The building is located at the mine entrance 4.0m from the rocky cliff face. It is
ruinous with only the rear (north) wall remaining with parts of the end walls (east and
west) visible. All traces of the south or front wall have gone. The building is 4.00m
long on an east to west axis and it is 2.80m wide. The walls are 0.50m thick and built
of mortared stonework. A fireplace occurs in the northeast angle at the rear of the
building. It appears to have been built to a handed version of the same plan as the
complementary structure at Mine 1.
Counting House.
There is no evidence for a Counting House at
Mine 2 supporting the theory that the one
built at Mine 1 was a subsequent requirement
not included in the original construction
phase.
Weigh House from the south.
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Area C.
Mine 2. Haulier House.

OD. 64m NG 5602 3548.

The building is situated at an elevation of 55m OD and housed the engine that hauled
the hutches up the slope from Mine 2 to join the railway running from Mine 1 down
to the pier some 1.60km to the south. It stands starkly on the open moor at the
summit of the incline from Mine 2 at a distance of 0.87km to the northwest. Mine 1
lies 1.10km further to the north at a higher elevation.
The building is rectangular in plan with internal dimensions of 5.30m long on a north
to south axis and is 3.50m wide. All the walls are built with random rubble stonework
0.55m thick and coated externally with a wet dash roughcast. They stand 2.88m high
from the floor level with 30o gables at the north and south ends. Door and window
openings, both 0.90m wide occur on the west side and the threshold of the door is
0.65m above the ground level. No trace of any steps now remains. A doorway 1.05m
wide is present in the south wall while on the east side is a centrally placed window
0.90m wide and 1.40m high. The south side has a similarly dimensioned window
opening set to the west side of the wall. Also in the south wall is a rectangular
opening 0.55m below the floor level at the external ground level. Adjacent to the
door opening on the south wall is a 0.30m diameter wooden stump. At the top of the
wall adjacent to the gable is a 100mm square hole through the wall probably for a
cable from an electricity supply pole.
Internally the floor is concrete with a smooth granolithic finish. Against the east side
is a 0.60m wide pit, 4.15m long and with sloping ends. A wider pit also 4.15m long
but 1.25m wide occupies most of the centre of the area leaving a 1.40m wide access
between the doors. The floor is studded with the stumps of cut bolts of various
diameters.

Viewed from the southwest.
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Area C.
Fan House.

OD. 48m NG55813 36300

This building on first acquaintance is the same as at Mine 1 but subtle differences
rapidly appear. The enclosed duct to the mine’s ventilating shaft is missing and the
curved reducing walls from the main compartments are more steeply curved. The
diamond shaped central column on which the draught control doors were centred is
missing. It is assumed that the connecting tunnel walls and the centre column were
demolished to permit the removal of the rotary fan unit and all equipment from the
switch room at the south end. The centre compartment where the fan was located has
the same dimensions as at Mine 1, ie 2.25m wide but the two side chambers are
slightly wider here at 1.25m. The walls are stone and mortar built at 0.50m thick and
the flat concrete roof gives a head height of 2.30m, all as at Mine 1. The fan motor
room is similar being 3.30m long from north to south by 2.10m wide but the switch
room at the south end of the building is much larger. Here the switch room is twice
the length of that at Mine 1, at 10.3m externally but not quite twice as wide at 7.40m.
The longer west wall contains two large window openings each 1.60m wide and
1.89m high and a door opening 0.90m wide and 2.10m high. The shorter south end
wall contains a wide doorway 1.30m wide that is 2.15m high and reached by four
steps. A window opening occurs on the east side of the door and is 1.10m wide and
1.90m high. The well-lit interior had a complex system of cable ducts set into the
concrete floor, three leading towards the centre from the east wall and one with two
dog legs from the south wall and a 0.48m square hole through the wall that has its
lintel at floor level. The switch room has gables with 30o angles at both the north and
south ends and it is assumed the roof between was of corrugated metal sheeting on
metal purlins carried on light metal trusses spanning from east to west. The stubby
characteristic flue stands 3.75m high above the flat surrounding concrete roof of the
fan chambers.

View from the northwest

Looking into rotary fan from
the switch room.
Mounting for the rotary fan under flue.
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Area C.
Mine 2. Expense Store.
This is a small, almost square, stone building with a flat roof at the side of the railway
to Mine 2 some 200m from the other buildings. The store has been built from the
same plan as the expense store at Mine 1 with only the orientation slightly different.
Like the one at Mine1, it too appears never to have been cement rendered externally.
Internally the building is 2.45m long from northwest to southeast by 2.30m from
northeast to southwest. The walls are 0.55m thick built of mortared random rubble
stone and stand between 2.30m and 2.40m high. A doorway 0.95m wide is set
centrally in the east wall and is 2.0m high above the threshold. The present ground is
some 0.30m below the doorstep with an interim step. Along the inside of the
southwest wall is a scarcement 0.10m wide 0.15m below the level of the threshold,
with the same detail occurring on each side of the door in the northeast wall opposite.
Ventilator slots some 0.15m wide by 0.15m deep occur in both the northwest and
southeast walls. The roof is a flat concrete slab about 0.15m thick. On the northwest
side is a lower compartment, which measures 1.40m long by 2.10m wide but only
1.30m high. It has a 0.95m wide doorway facing northwest and is topped with a
sloping concrete slab roof. This small space is also well ventilated with openings as
detailed above in both the flank walls.
The internal scarcements would have carried joists and a timber floor so as to prevent
sparks from nailed boots while the interior was kept dry by cross ventilation.
Explosives would have been stored in the main room with detonators kept in the small
adjoining, but separate, annex.

View of the northeast frontage.

View from the southeast.
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Connecting Structures.
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Railway Viaducts.
The railway connecting the pier installations and the mines crossed two deep valleys
to reach their objectives that necessitated the construction of a pair of viaducts. The
route to Mine 1 crossed the steep sided glen containing a stream and artificially
created Loch na Tighean Uire, while the branch line to Mine 2 crossed the glen
containing the Inverarish Water and the public road to Fearns.
Mass concrete abutments and tall concrete pillars, or pylons survive in good condition
while the box lattice steel structures that carried the permanent way across the valleys
at a constant gradient were removed for scrap between 1941 and 1943. From the
seatings formed in the abutments the bridge structure would have been 2.80m high
and been 2.60m wide and from photographs was a light latticed steel frame carrying a
wooden deck with handrails on each side. The bridge on the line to Mine 1 has three
pylons spaced in the 120m between the abutments two of which are some 20m tall.
The pillars are 4.40m by 2.0m at the ground and taper gently towards the top. They
were constructed of mass concrete in lifts of about a metre employing 0.25m wide
shuttering boards.
On the spur to Mine 2 the heights involved are less dramatic but again there are three
pillars to carry the deck across the road to Fearns and over the Inverarish Water.
Since the pillars are only half the height of the others the dimensions at ground levels
are 4.40m by 1.30m and they also gently taper as they rise.
The abutments at each end of the bridges were built in the same manner as the pylons,
of poured mass concrete in vertical lifts. Their function being to carry the ends of the
spanning steel structure and to contain the embankments required to allow a smooth
transition of the rails from the ground onto the bridges. For such a mundane function
these structures are surprisingly elegant with triangular wing spread back to retain the
embankments. The ‘seating’ for the steel bridge ends are 2.60m wide and 2.80m high
and are recessed 0.70m into the structure. Only the abutment at the northwest end of
the bridge to Mine 2 is different being a low standard size pillar behind which earth
has been packed to continue the downward gradient.
Proof that the whole complex was being run on a care and maintenance basis from
1919 is evident on the southern abutment on the line to Mine 1 where in red sign
writer’s script is the legend “Bridge painted Aug 1934”.

The four abutments are located at the following grid references:Railway to Mine 1.
South Abutment NG 5616 3581
North Abutment NG 5621 3591
Railway to Mine 2.
South Abutment NG 5588 3602
North Abutment NG 5585 3612
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South Abutment on line to Mine1.

“Bridge Painted Aug 1934”.

Pillars to Mine 1. looking north.

Mine 1. viaduct pillar.

Pillars on bridge to Mine 2 looking southwest.

Pillar on Bridge to Mine 2 looking northwest.
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Lochan na Tighean Uire. (Loch of the New Houses)

OD 50m NG 5631 3567.

The loch is located in a narrow steep sided glen within the Inverarish plantation 400m
southeast of the public road to Fearns. The pylons, which carried the viaduct across
the glen to access Mine 1, are midway between the road and the loch. The loch was
created to provide a water supply to Inverarish Terrace when built between 1912 and
1913 to house the mine employees.
The reservoir was created by placing a mass concrete dam across the narrows of the
glen impeding the flow of a stream and forming a lochan where the glen widened out.
The dam is 12m long, 2m high at its maximum and is 0.70m wide at the top by the
overflow but is narrower at 0.55m wide at the middle. The wall is 1.0m thick at the
base but 1.0m from the top it reduces on the outer face to a narrower 0.70m thick at
the top. The overflow is 1.20m long and is 0.20m below the top level of the dam
wall. The formwork boarding marks 0.20m wide are still clearly visible. A 0.10m
diameter cast iron pipe ducted the water to the village and was laid in the bed of the
stream to the public road. Lengths of the pipe are still to be seen in the stream. The
supply pipe outlet is 1.35m below the top of the wall or 1.15m below the water
surface. A shut off valve is present 1.0m beyond the dam wall. A 0.50m diameter
steel pipe section with a bolted cover plate has been cast into the wall at its lowest
point to facilitate the draining of the loch for maintenance.

Dam at the Lochan na Tighean Uire.
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Conclusions.
When the complex was decommissioned during the Second World War the salvage
teams were ruthlessly efficient. Every scrap of metal, wire, rail, roof truss, sheeting,
engines and motors of any value to the war effort was removed. It is recorded that
three of the kilns, if not all, were dismantled and taken to Lingdale in Cleveland,
Yorkshire, where three of them were reassembled. By far the bulk of the damage and
degradation to the buildings took place at this time. To remove engines and motors
end walls were demolished for ease of extraction. Not a vestige of the miles and
miles of electric cable and wiring that must have existed was overlooked. The
impression is derived that the salvage men were being paid by the tonnage retrieved.
The buildings would have looked very much as they are today when the salvage teams
left in 1944. The elements during the intervening seventy years have had surprisingly
little effect other than to heal the raw scars left with grass and turf. There are few
signs of deterioration amongst the upstanding walls, a tribute to the skill of the
masons and builders and to the quality of their materials. The fan house at Mine 2,
having been “lost” in a dense forestry plantation for fifty years, emerged in 2007
looking no worse than when the salvagers left.
The Haulier House at the top of the incline from the pier displays signs of distress. A
serious crack has developed in the east wall to encompass the window opening and
continue to ground level from the sill. The rendering protecting the exposed south
wall is badly crazed.
The question arises as to when a monument such as this becomes either old enough
or is regarded as sufficiently significant, not just to be scheduled, but to be conserved.
At what point will society decide that a monument, such as this, to past human
endeavour, deserves status now given to the remains of a medieval cathedral or
castle? Already the Raasay mine attracts hundreds of day walkers to the island to
walk the railway line and post their pictures on the web, sadly mis-identifying the
function of some of the buildings in their captions. Others, probably unaware of the
significance of the remains, use them to promote their personal projects.
At the very least the monument requires a few display boards at significant entry
points to give a simple explanation of the remains and to caution against misuse as in
the past. Even in these straitened times this should not be beyond the abilities of the
responsible authority.
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Postscript.
In July 2010, on a brief visit to Raasay, it was found that the upper section of the
forest in Inverarish Glen had been harvested exposing the buildings about Mine 1 to
full view. (See the photograph on page 31 taken on that occasion). The cropping of
the trees has continued and a year later in June 2011 the pillars that carried the
viaducts across the Glen to Mine 2 and across the side valley to Mine 1 have emerged
and are included on this page. The photograph of the pillars of the Mine 1 viaduct are
those to be seen in Plate 16, page 64, of the Drapers’ book “ The Raasay Iron Mine”.

Mine 1. Viaduct piers and south abutment.
June 2011

Mine 2. Piers looking towards the southeast.
June 2011.

Mine 2. Piers and northwest abutment.
June 2011.
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